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Figure 1. (a): The overall architecture of GCSTS with an example sentence pair and the dependency trees. GCSTS uses the siamese framework, 
which means the left and right network share weights. The network takes node embeddings and adjacency matrices that represent the graph as 
the input. GCSTS includes encoding layer, iterated GCN block, fully connected layer and similarity layer. (b): The iterated GCN blocks with dense 
connections. Each iteration takes the concatenation of the initial contextual representation and the node representations produced in proceeding 
iterations as input. (c): An example node and its 1-order, 2-order, and 3-order neighbors.

Results (continued)

ConclusionTable 1
STS12-STS16: SemEval 2012-2016 datasets. STS-B: STSbenchmark dataset. We report the Spearman correlation coefficient in this work. The best results are bold. 

Semantic textual similarity is a fundamental task in text mining and 
natural language processing (NLP), which has profound research value. 
The essential step for text similarity is text representation learning.
Recently, researches have explored the graph convolutional network 
(GCN) techniques on text representation, since GCN does well in 
handling complex structures and preserving syntactic information.
However, current GCN models are usually limited to very shallow layers 
due to the vanishing gradient problem, which can not capture non-local 
dependency information of sentences. In this paper, we propose a 
GCNs-based context-aware (GCSTS) model that applies iterated GCN 
blocks to train deeper GCNs. Recurrently employing the same GCN 
block prevents over-fitting and provides broad effective input width.
Combined with dense connections, GCSTS can be trained more deeply. 
Besides, we use dynamic graph structures in the block, which further 
extends the receptive field of each vertex in graphs, learning better 
sentence representations. Experiments show that our model outperforms 
existing models on several text similarity datasets, while also verify that 
GCNs-based text representation models can be trained in a deeper 
manner, rather than being trained in two or three layers.

• Recently, Graph Convolutional Network (GCN)  has attracted 
extensive attention. GCNs can extract semantic and syntactic 
information of sentences simultaneously from sentence dependency 
trees. 
• CNs capture information only about immediate neighbors with one 
layer of convolution. L layers will be needed in order to capture 
neighborhood information that is L hops away. Therefore, a shallow 
GCN model can not be able to capture non-local interactions of long 
sentences. Notably, while deeper GCNs can capture more abundant 
neighborhood information of a graph, current GCN models used in NLP 
are no more than three layers. Due to the fact that the deeper GCN 
model introduces a higher complexity in backpropagation, and the 
vanishing gradients pose limitations on the depth growth of GCNs-
based networks. 
• Furthermore, most GCNs employ fixed graph structures. However, 
dynamic graph convolution, where the graph structure is allowed to 
change in each layer, can extend the receptive field of each vertex in 
the graph and learn a better graph representation compared to GCNs 
with fixed graph structure. 
• On the basis of analysis above, we propose a deeper GCNs-based 
context-aware network to get better text representations. Our overall 
iterated GCN architecture repeatedly applies the same block of graph 
convolution to vertex-wise representations. Besides, we use dynamic 
graph structures in the GCN block. The dynamic graph convolution 
makes the representations of nodes influenced by non-fixed 
neighborhoods, which means the representations can bring more 
contextual information.
•In order to alleviate the vanishing gradient problem in deeper GCNs, 
we adapt a similar idea of DenseNet to our GCSTS model. DenseNet
provided a big step forward in the pursuit of deep models when it 
introduced dense connections among layers. These connections 
massively alleviate the vanishing gradient problem. With the help of 
dense connections, we are able to train a deeper model, allowing rich 
local and non-local information to be captured.

• In this paper, we propose a GCNs-based context-aware short text 
similarity model. GCSTS uses iterated GCN blocks and non-fixed 
neighbor matrices to incorporate more contextual information of 
sentences. The experimental results show that the proposed model can 
effectively improve the performance of sentence similarity 
measurement and provides a new way to train deeper GCNs. 
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Table 2 Experimental results on the MRPC dataset. The best results are bold. 
Table 3 An ablation study for the proposed model. 

Figure  2 Comparison of GCSTS, MaLSTM, and Text-GNN against
different  sentence  lengths. 
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We use the same metrics as previous work [9], [17-23] to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed model. We report the Spearman 
correlation coefficient (p) for short text similarity on STS(2012-2016) 
and STS-B datasets. The accuracy and F1 score are used on the 
MRPC dataset. Table I and Table II report the results of our models 
against other baseline methods. We can see that our model can 
achieve the best results on 6/7 datasets. As is shown in the table, the 
results of graph-based models are better than traditional models like 
CNN, LSTM. Compared with these sequence- based models, graph-
based models extract not only semantic information but also structure 
information of sentences. Our model also performs better than graph-
based models like Tree-LSTM and Text-GNN. Tree-LSTM based 
models are usually difficult to parallelize and thus computationally 
inefficient. 


